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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the study of quantum boolean functions, which are unitary
operators f whose square is the identity: f2 = I. We describe several generalisations
of well-known results in the theory of boolean functions, including quantum property
testing; a quantum version of the Goldreich-Levin algorithm for nding the large Fourier
coecients of boolean functions; and two quantum versions of a theorem of Friedgut,
Kalai and Naor on the Fourier spectra of boolean functions. In order to obtain one of
these generalisations, we prove a quantum extension of the hypercontractive inequality
of Bonami, Gross and Beckner.
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1 Introduction
Boolean functions stand at the crossroads between many areas of study, such as social
science, combinatorics, computational complexity, and statistical mechanics, to name but
a few (see, e.g., [O'D07] or [Wol08] for an introduction). The theory of boolean functions
has reached a maturity of sorts, and the foundational results of the subject are now well
established.
The advent of quantum algorithms (see, e.g., [NC00]) has added a twist to the compu-
tational complexity theory landscape of which boolean functions are an integral part, and
there are many reasons to expect that this development will have more than supercial
consequences. Indeed, quantum algorithmic techniques have already had important con-
sequences within the eld of classical complexity theory alone, leading to a simple proof
of the closure of PP under intersection [Aar05] as well as proofs of new lower bounds for
locally decodable codes [KdW04], amongst many others.
In this context it is natural to consider a generalisation of the notion of a boolean func-
tion to the quantum domain. While there is always a temptation to quantise an existing
classical concept, there are other motivations for considering a quantum analogue of the
theory of boolean functions. One reason is to develop lower bounds for quantum circuits.
Another reason is to understand the propagation of correlations through multipartite quan-
tum systems. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we hope that a mature theory of
quantum boolean functions will lead the way to a proof of a quantum generalisation of the
PCP theorem [Aha08]. We believe this should occur because the extant classical proofs (see,
eg., [RS06, Din07]) draw heavily on results from the property testing of boolean functions,
which, as we'll see, generalise naturally to the quantum domain.
2In this paper we pursue one particular generalisation of a boolean function to the quan-
tum domain, namely a unitary operator f which squares to the identity. We provide several
arguments for why our denition is a natural generalisation of the classical denition, not
least of which are several quantum generalisations of well-known classical results. These
quantum generalisations often require new proof techniques, and since they reduce in each
case to the classical results when f is diagonal in the computational basis, we sometimes
obtain dierent proofs for the original classical results.
1.1 Summary of results
The main results we obtain can be summarised as follows.
 Quantum property testing. We give quantum tests that determine whether a
unitary operator is a tensor product of Pauli operators, or far from any such tensor
product; and similarly whether a unitary operator is a Pauli operator acting on only
one qubit, or is far from any such operator. These are quantum generalisations of
properties considered in the classical eld of property testing of boolean functions.
In particular, when applied to classical boolean functions, these tests have better
parameters than the original classical tests.
 Learning quantum boolean functions. We develop a quantum analogue of the
Goldreich-Levin algorithm, which is an important tool for approximately learning
boolean functions [GL89, KM93]. This algorithm allows the approximate learning
of quantum dynamics, giving a natural counterpart to recent results of Aaronson on
approximately learning quantum states [Aar07].
 Hypercontractivity and a quantum FKN theorem. The Friedgut-Kalai-Naor
(FKN) theorem [FKN02] states that boolean functions whose Fourier transform is
concentrated on the rst level approximately depend on a single variable. We prove
a quantum analogue of this statement. In order to obtain this result, we state and
prove a quantum generalisation of the hypercontractive inequality of Bonami-Gross-
Beckner [Bon70, Gro75, Bec75] for functions f0;1gn ! R. This generalisation may
be of independent interest and has several corollaries. Our result is an alternative
generalisation of this inequality to that recently proven by Ben-Aroya et al [BARW08].
 Inuences and progress towards a quantum KKL theorem. The Kahn-Kalai-
Linial (KKL) theorem [KKL88] states that every balanced boolean function must have
a variable with high inuence (qv.). Dening a suitable quantum generalisation of the
concept of inuence, we prove the generalised theorem in several special cases, and
conjecture that it holds in full generality. We also prove a weaker variant (a quantum
Poincar e inequality).
Our presentation is based on the lecture notes [O'D07], which are an excellent introduction
to the eld of the analysis of boolean functions.
31.2 Related work
This paper draws heavily on the classical eld of the analysis of boolean functions, which for
our purposes essentially began with the seminal paper of Kahn, Kalai and Linial [KKL88],
which proved that every balanced boolean function must have an inuential variable (see
Section 10). Since then, a substantial literature has developed, in which statements of
interest about boolean functions are proven using mathematical techniques of increasing
sophistication, and in particular Fourier analysis. Other important works in this area include
a result of Bourgain concerning the Fourier spectrum of boolean functions [Bou02], and a
result of Friedgut stating that boolean functions which are insensitive on average are close
to depending on a small number of variables [Fri98].
Ideas relating to the analysis of boolean functions have recently proven fruitful in the
study of quantum computation. Indeed, the result of Bernstein and Vazirani giving the
rst super-polynomial separation between quantum and classical computation [BV97] is that
quantum computers can distinguish certain boolean functions more eciently than classical
computers can. More recent cases where a quantum advantage is found for classical tasks
relating to boolean functions include the quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm of Adcock
and Cleve [AC02]; the work of Buhrman et al [BFNR03] on quantum property testing
of classical boolean functions; and the computational learning algorithms of Bshouty and
Jackson [BJ99], and also Atici and Servedio [AS07].
Fourier analysis of boolean functions has been used explicitly to obtain two recent re-
sults in quantum computation. The rst is an exponential separation between quantum
and classical one-way communication complexity proven by Gavinsky et al [GKK+07].
This separation uses the results of Kahn, Kalai and Linial [KKL88] to lower bound the
classical communication complexity of a particular partial function. The second result is
a lower bound on the size of quantum random access codes obtained by Ben-Aroya et al
[BARW08], in which the key technical ingredient is the proof of a matrix-valued extension
of the hypercontractive inequality on which [KKL88] is based.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we set up our notation and describe the objects we'll work with in the sequel.
We will sometimes use several notations for the same objects. We've made this decision
for two reasons. The rst is that the notations natural in the study of boolean functions
are unnatural in quantum mechanics, and vice versa, and some uidity with the notation
greatly simplies the transition between these two domains. Secondly, two notations means
that practitioners in classical complexity theory and quantum mechanics can (hopefully)
adapt to the tools of the other eld.
In the classical domain we work with boolean functions of n variables, which are simply
functions f : f0;1gn ! f0;1g. We write elements of f0;1g as regular letters, eg. y, and we
write elements of f0;1gn { strings { as boldface letters, eg., x  x1x2 xn, xj 2 f0;1g,
j = 1;2;:::;n. Similarly, we'll write strings in f0;1;2;3gn as boldface letters starting at s.
It is often convenient to exploit the isomorphism between the set f0;1gn of all strings and
the set P([n]) of all subsets of [n]  f1;2;:::;ng by letting x dene the subset S = fj 2
S jxj 6= 0g. We write subsets of [n] as capital letters beginning with S.
4There are several elementary functions on f0;1gn and f0;1;2;3gn that will be useful in
the sequel. Firstly, we dene the support of a string x 2 f0;1gn, written supp(x), via
supp(x)  fj jxj 6= 0g; (1)
and for s 2 f0;1;2;3gn via
supp(s)  fj jsj 6= 0g: (2)
We dene the Hamming weight jxj of a string x 2 f0;1gn (respectively, s 2 f0;1;2;3gn)
via jxj  jsupp(x)j (respectively, jsj  jsupp(s)j). The intersection of two strings s and t,
written s \ t, is the set fi : si 6= 0;ti 6= 0g.
We now make the notational switch to identifying f0;1g with f+1; 1g via 0  1 and
1   1. This takes a little getting used to, but is standard in the boolean function literature;
it's often abundantly clear from the context which notation is being used. Unless otherwise
noted, we'll use the f+1; 1g notation. We identify f0;1g with Z=2Z, with addition written
xy. We identify f+1; 1g with the multiplicative group of two elements, also isomorphic
to Z=2Z, and write products as xy. This second identication still allows us to identify
elements of the multiplicative group of two elements with elements of Z and to use addition
dened as in Z. Thus we say that a boolean function is balanced if
P
x f(x) = 0 (here we've
made the notational switch).
We denote by S the linear function on subset S, dened by
S 
Y
j2S
xj: (3)
Exploiting the connection between strings and subsets of [n] allows us to write this as
S(x)  S(T)  ( 1)jS\Tj; (4)
where T is the set dened by x.
In the quantum domain we work with the Hilbert space of n qubits. This is the Hilbert
space H  (C2)
n. We write elements of H as kets j i, and the inner product between
two kets ji and j i is written hj i. There is a distinguished basis for H, called the com-
putational basis, written jxi, x 2 f0;1gn, with inner product hxjyi = x1;y1x2;y2 xn;yn.
We'll also refer to another Hilbert space, namely the Hilbert space B(H) of (bounded) op-
erators on H. The inner product on B(H) is given by the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
hM;Ni  1
2n tr(MyN), M;N 2 B(H).
We dene the (normalised Schatten) p-norm of a d-dimensional operator f in terms of
the singular values fsj(f)g of f as
kfkp 
0
@1
d
d X
j=1
sj(f)p
1
A
1
p
: (5)
If we dene jfj 
p
fyf (note the overload of notation) we can write the p-norm as
kfkp 

1
d
tr(jfjp)
 1
p
: (6)
5Note the useful equalities kfpkq = kfk
p
pq and kfk
p
q = kfpkq=p. One unfortunate side
eect of this normalisation is that kfkp is not a submultiplicative matrix norm (except at
p = 1). However, we do still have H older's inequality [Bha97]: for 1=p + 1=q = 1,
jhf;gij  kfkpkgkq: (7)
3 Quantum boolean functions
The rst question we attempt to answer is: what is the right quantum generalisation of a
classical boolean function? We would expect the concept of a quantum boolean function to
at least satisfy the following properties.
1. A quantum boolean function should be a unitary operator, so it can be implemented
on a quantum computer.
2. Every classical boolean function should give rise to a quantum boolean function in a
natural way.
3. Concepts from classical analysis of boolean functions should have natural quantum
analogues.
Happily, we can achieve these requirements with the following denition.
Denition 1. A quantum boolean function of n qubits is a unitary operator f on n qubits
such that f2 = I.
We note that it is immediate that f is Hermitian (indeed, all f's eigenvalues are 1),
and that every unitary Hermitian operator is quantum boolean. Turning to the task of
demonstrating the second desired property, there are at least two natural ways of imple-
menting a classical boolean function f : f0;1gn ! f0;1g on a quantum computer. These
are as the so-called bit oracle [KKVB02]:
jxijyi 7! Ufjxijyi  jxijy  f(x)i; (8)
and as what's known as the phase oracle:
jxi 7! ( 1)f(x)jxi: (9)
Making the previously discussed notational switch allows us to write the second action as
jxi 7! f(x)jxi: (10)
When f acts as a bit oracle it denes a unitary operator Uf. When f acts as a phase
oracle, we also obtain a unitary operator, which we simply write as f. As a sanity check of
Denition 1 we have that these operators square to the identity: U2
f = I and f2 = I, and so
are examples of quantum boolean functions. It turns out that these two actions are almost
equivalent: the phase oracle can be obtained from one use of the bit oracle and a one-qubit
ancilla, via
f(x)jxi
1
p
2
(j0i   j1i)  Ufjxi
1
p
2
(j0i   j1i); (11)
6while the bit oracle can be similarly recovered, given access to a controlled-phase oracle
jxijyi 7! ( 1)yf(x)jxijyi; (12)
where we introduce a one-qubit control register jyi.
Having accepted Denition 1 for a quantum boolean function we should at least demon-
strate that there is something quantum about it. This can be easily accomplished by noting
that the theory of quantum boolean functions is at least as general as that of quantum error
correction and quantum algorithms for decision problems. Firstly, any quantum error cor-
recting code is a subspace P of H. Using this code we dene a quantum boolean function
via f = I 2P. Secondly, note that any quantum algorithm for a decision problem naturally
gives rise to a quantum boolean function in the Heisenberg picture: if U is the quantum
circuit in question, and the answer (either 0 or 1, or some superposition thereof) is placed in
some output qubit q, then measuring the observable A = j0iqh0j   j1iqh1j (with an implied
action as the identity on the remaining qubits) will read out the answer. However, this is
equivalent to measuring the observable f = UyAU on the initial state. It is easy to verify
that f is quantum boolean.
4 Examples of quantum boolean functions
In this section we introduce several dierent examples of quantum boolean functions. We
have already met our rst such examples, namely quantisations of classical boolean functions
f(x). Our next example quantum boolean functions are aimed at generalising various classes
of classical boolean functions.
First, we note the obvious fact that even in the single qubit case, there are innitely
many quantum boolean functions. By contrast, there are only four one-bit classical boolean
functions.
Example 2. For any real , the matrix

cos sin
sin  cos

(13)
is a quantum boolean function.
Single qubit quantum boolean functions can of course be combined to form n qubit
quantum boolean functions, as follows.
Denition 3. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then we say that f is local if it can
be written as
f = U1 
 U2 
  
 Un; (14)
where Uj is a 2  2 matrix satisfying U2
j = I, 8j 2 [n].
Local quantum boolean functions are the natural generalisation of linear boolean func-
tions (indeed, every linear boolean function is a local quantum boolean function). One
might reasonably argue that local quantum boolean functions aren't really quantum: after
all, there exists a local rotation which diagonalises such an operator and reduces it to a
classical linear boolean function. The next example illustrates that the generic situation is
probably very far from this.
7Example 4. Let P2 = P be a projector. Then f = I 2P is a quantum boolean function.
In particular, if j i is an arbitrary quantum state, then f = I   2j ih j is a quantum
boolean function.
If we set j i = 1 p
2(j0i+j1i) then we see that there is no local rotation V1
V2

Vn
which diagonalises f = I   2j ih j.
4.1 New quantum boolean functions from old
There are several ways to obtain new quantum boolean functions from existing quantum
boolean functions. We summarise these constructions below.
Lemma 5. Let f be a quantum boolean function and U be a unitary operator. Then UyfU
is a quantum boolean function.
Lemma 6. Let h be a Hermitian operator. Then f = sgn(h) is a quantum boolean function,
where
sgn(x) =
(
1; x > 0
 1; x  0;
(15)
and as usual the notation f = g(h), for a Hermitian operator h, means the operator obtained
by applying the function g : R ! R to the eigenvalues of h.
Lemma 7. Let j 2 R, j 2 [m], satisfy
Pm
j=1 2
j = 1 and ffjg, j 2 [m], be a set of
anticommuting quantum boolean functions, i.e.
ffj;fkg  fjfk + fkfj = 2jkI: (16)
Then
f =
m X
j=1
jfj (17)
is a quantum boolean function.
Proof. Squaring f gives
f2 =
m X
j=1
2
jf2
j +
X
j<k
jkffj;fkg = I: (18)
That f is Hermitian follows because it is a real-linear combination of Hermitian operators.
5 Fourier analysis
It is well-known that every function f : f0;1gn ! R can be expanded in terms of the
characters of the group (Z=2Z)n. These characters are given by the set of linear functions
S(T) = ( 1)jS\Tj (we are identifying input strings x with the subset T). This expansion
is called the Fourier transform over (Z=2Z)n.
8The use of Fourier analysis in the study of boolean functions was pioneered by Kahn,
Kalai, and Linial, who were responsible for the eponymous KKL theorem [KKL88], and has
facilitated many of the core foundational results relating to boolean functions. We seek an
analogous expansion for quantum boolean functions.
Our quantum analogues of the characters of Z=2Z will be the Pauli matrices f0;1;2;3g1.
These are dened as
0 =

1 0
0 1

; 1 =

0 1
1 0

; 2 =

0  i
i 0

; and 3 =

1 0
0  1

: (19)
It is clear that the Pauli operators are quantum boolean functions. A tensor product of
Paulis (also known as a stabilizer operator) is written as s  s1 
 s2 
  
 sn, where
sj 2 f0;1;2;3g. We use the notation 
j
i for the operator which acts as j at the i'th
position, and trivially elsewhere.
Where convenient we'll use one of two other dierent notations to refer to the operators
s, namely as s and as jsi. We use the rst of these alternate notations to bring out the
parallels between the classical theory of boolean functions and the quantum theory, and the
second to emphasise the Hilbert space structure of B(H). We write the inner products in
each case as
hsjti 
1
2n tr((s)yt)  hs;ti: (20)
The set of stabilizer operators is orthonormal with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product, and thus forms a basis for the vector space B(H). So we can express any (bounded)
operator f on n qubits in terms of stabilizer operators, with the explicit expansion
f =
X
s2f0;1;2;3gn
^ fss; (21)
where ^ fs = hs;fi. In an abuse of terminology, we call the set f ^ fsg indexed by s 2
f0;1;2;3gn the Fourier coecients of f. Note that, if f is Hermitian, these coecients are
all real. This expansion is well-known in quantum information theory and, for example, was
recently used by Kempe et al [KRUW08] to give upper bounds on fault-tolerance thresholds.
We extend the denition of support to operators via
supp(f) 
[
sj ^ fs6=0
supp(s): (22)
Similarly, we dene the weight wgt(M) of an operator M via wgt(M)  jsupp(M)j.
Denition 8. Let f be a quantum boolean function. If jsupp(f)j = k then we say that
f is a k-junta. If k = 1 then we say that f is a dictator. If k = 0 then we say that f is
constant.
We note that while, classically, there is a distinction between dictators (functions f :
f0;1gn ! f0;1g such that f(x) = xi for some i) and so-called anti-dictators (functions
where f(x) = 1   xi for some i), there is no such distinction in our terminology here.
1The Pauli matrices are often written as 
0  I, 
1  
x, 
2  
y, and 
3  
z.
9Our denition of f ^ fsg as the Fourier coecients for an operator f is no accident. Indeed,
it turns out that when one expands a boolean function f (represented as a phase oracle) in
terms of s then we recover the classical Fourier transform of f.
Proposition 9. Let f be a boolean function f : f0;1gn ! f1; 1g. Then if f acts as
fjxi = f(x)jxi, and if
f =
X
s
^ fss; (23)
then the set f ^ fsg are given by
^ fs =
(
0; s 62 f0;3gn;
1
2n
P
T[n]( 1)jS\Tjf(T); s 2 f0;3gn;
(24)
where S = supp(s) and T is the support of the string t = t1t2 tn, where tj = 0 if j 62 T
and tj = 3 if j 2 T.
Proof. Because f(x) is diagonal in the computational basis we immediately learn that
hs;fi = 0 for any s 62 f0;3gn. When s 2 f0;3gn we have that
^ fs = hs;fi =
1
2n tr
0
@f
Y
j2supp(s)
3
j
1
A
=
1
2n
X
x
0
@
Y
j2supp(s)
( 1)xj
1
Af(x) =
1
2n
X
T[n]
( 1)jS\Tjf(T):
(25)
We also immediately have the quantum analogues of Plancherel's theorem and Parseval's
equality.
Proposition 10. Let f and g be operators on n qubits. Then hf;gi =
P
s ^ f
s ^ gs. Moreover,
kfk2
2 =
P
s j ^ fsj2. Thus, if f is quantum boolean,
P
s ^ f2
s = 1.
It is often convenient to decompose the Fourier expansion of an operator into dierent
levels. An arbitrary n-qubit operator f can be expanded as
f =
X
s
^ fss =
n X
k=0
f=k; (26)
where
f=k 
X
s;jsj=k
^ fss: (27)
(One can dene f<k, etc., similarly.) The weight of f at level k is then dened as kf=kk2
2.
A natural measure of the complexity of f is its degree, which is dened as
deg(f)  max
s; ^ fs6=0
jsj: (28)
10We pause to note an important dierence between quantum and classical boolean functions.
In the classical case, it is easy to show that every non-zero Fourier coecient of a boolean
function on n bits is at least 21 n in absolute value. However, this does not hold for quantum
boolean functions. Consider the operator
f = 1 
 1 +
p
1   2 2 
 I: (29)
By Lemma 7, this is a quantum boolean function for any 0    1. Taking  ! 0, we see
that the coecient of 1 
 1 may be arbitrarily small.
6 Testing quantum boolean functions
The eld of classical property testing solves problems of the following kind. Given access
to a boolean function f that is promised to either have some property, or to be \far" from
having some property, determine which is the case, using a small number of queries to f.
Property testers are an important component of many results in classical computer science,
e.g. [H as01, Din07]; see the review [Fis01] for an introduction to the area.
In this section we describe property testing for quantum boolean functions: we give
quantum algorithms which determine whether a unitary operator, implemented as an oracle,
has the property of being, variously, a stabilizer operator, or both a stabilizer operator and
a dictator. These tests dier substantially from their classical counterparts and typically
require fewer queries. However, as with their classical equivalents, we use Fourier analysis
to bound their probabilities of success.
We note that Buhrman et al [BFNR03] have already shown that quantum computers can
obtain an advantage over classical computers for the property testing of classical boolean
functions.
6.1 Closeness
The tests that we dene will, informally, output either that a unitary operator has some
property, or is \far" from any operator with that property. In order to dene the concept
of property testing of quantum boolean functions, we thus need to dene what it means for
two operators to be close.
Denition 11. Let f and g be two operators. Then we say that f and g are -close if
kf   gk2
2  4.
In quantum theory, it is often natural to use the innity, or sup, norm to measure
closeness of operators (i.e., the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue). However, the 2-norm
seems more intuitive when dealing with boolean functions; for example, if we produce a
pair of quantum boolean functions f, g from any classical boolean functions that dier at
any position, then kf   gk1 = 2. Intuitively, the 2-norm tells us how the function behaves
on average, and the innity norm tells us about the worst case behaviour. There is also the
following relationship to unitary operator discrimination.
11Proposition 12. Given a unitary operator f promised to be one of two unitary operators
f1, f2, there is a procedure that determines whether f = f1 or f = f2 with one use of f and
success probability
1
2
+
1
2
p
1   jhf1;f2ij2: (30)
Proof. The proof rests on the fundamental result of Holevo and Helstrom [Hol73, Hel76]
which says that the exact minimum probability of error that can be achieved when discrim-
inating between two pure states j 1i and j 2i with a priori probabilities p and 1 p is given
by
P[test succeeds] =
1
2
+
1
2
p
1   4p(1   p)jh 1j 2ij2: (31)
We now apply f1 and f2 to halves of two maximally entangled states ji  1
2n=2
P
x jxijxi.
This produces the states
jf1i  f1 
 Iji; and jf2i  f2 
 Iji: (32)
The overlap between these two states can be calculated as follows:
hf1jf2i =
1
2n
X
x;y
hyjhyj(f
y
1f2) 
 Ijxijxi
=
1
2n
X
x;y
hyjf
y
1f2jxihyjxi
=
1
2n
X
x
hxjf
y
1f2jxi =
1
2n tr(f
y
1f2) = hf1;f2i:
(33)
The lemma follows when we apply the Holevo-Helstrom result to jf1i and jf2i and
minimise over p.
6.2 The quantum stabilizer test
In this subsection we describe a quantum test, the quantum stabilizer test, which decides,
using only two queries, whether a unitary operator f is either -close to a stabilizer operator
s up to a phase, or is far from any such operator. We also describe a test which is
conjectured to decide whether a unitary operator is -close to local or not.
The idea behind our tests is very simple: suppose f is a unitary operator, and we want
to work out if it is a stabilizer, i.e. if f = s for some s. One way to do this is to apply
f to the halves of n maximally entangled states resulting in a quantum state f 
 Iji. If
f is local then the result will just be a tensor product of n (possibly rotated) maximally
entangled states, and if f is a stabilizer then it should be an n-fold product of one of four
possible states. If not, then there will be entanglement between the n subsystems. The way
to test this hypothesis is to create another identical state f 
 Iji by again applying f to
another set of n maximally entangled states and separately apply an equality test to each
of the n subsystems which are meant to be disentangled from each other.
Denition 13. Let f be a unitary operator on n qubits. The quantum stabilizer and
locality tests proceed as follows.
121. Prepare 4n quantum registers in the state
jiAA0jiBB0 
1
2n
X
x;y
jxiAjxiA0jyiBjyiB0 = ji
n
AA0 
 ji
n
BB0; (34)
where ji  1 p
2
P
x2f1g jxxi, and A = A1A2 An, A0 = A0
1A0
2 A0
n, B = B1B2 Bn,
and B0 = B0
1B0
2 B0
n.
2. Apply f to A and once more to B to give
jfijfi = fA 
 IA0 
 fB 
 IB0jiji: (35)
3. To test if f is a stabilizer measure the equality observable2:
eq =
 
3 X
s=0
jsiAA0hsj 
 jsiBB0hsj
!
n
; (36)
where
jsi  s 
 Iji; s 2 f0;1;2;3g; (37)
giving
P[test accepts] = hfjhfjeqjfijfi: (38)
4. To test locality measure the swap observable
sw =
1
2n (IAA0:BB0 + swapAA0:BB0)

n ; (39)
where swapX:Y is the operator that swaps the two subsystems X and Y . This gives
P[test accepts] = hfjhfjswjfijfi: (40)
We now prove the following
Proposition 14. Suppose that a unitary operator f passes the quantum stabilizer test with
probability 1 , where  < 1=2. Then f is -close to an operator eis, s 2 f0;1;2;3gn, for
some phase . If f is a stabilizer operator then it passes the stabilizer test with probability
1.
Proof. Expand f in the Fourier basis as
f =
X
s
^ fss: (41)
Noting that
hfjhfjeqjfijfi =
X
s;t
j ^ fsj2j ^ ftj2httjssi;
2This is not quite the same as measuring both subsystems and checking if the result is equal, as that
would destroy coherent superpositions like 1=
p
2(j00i + j11i) which would otherwise be left undisturbed by
measurement of eq.
13we see that
P[test accepts] =
X
s
j ^ fsj4: (42)
Now, thanks to Parseval's relation, we have that
1 =
X
s
j ^ fsj2; (43)
and, given that the test passes with probability 1   , we thus have
1    
X
s
j ^ fsj4 

max
s j ^ fsj2
X
s
j ^ fsj2 = max
s j ^ fsj2: (44)
So, according to Parseval, there is exactly one term j ^ fsj2 in the expansion (41) which is at
least 1 , and the rest are each at most . Thus f is -close to eis for some phase  (we
have that jhf;sij 
p
1   ).
Remark 15. The stabilizer test is a quantum generalisation of the classical linearity test
of Blum, Luby, and Rubenfeld [BLR93] (the BLR test). When interpreted in quantum
language the BLR test can be seen as a method to test if a quantum boolean function
diagonal in the computational basis is close to a tensor product of 3s. (A task for which
the stabilizer test can also be applied.) It is notable that the BLR test requires three queries
to f in order to achieve the same success probability as its quantum counterpart, which
only requires two queries. Thus, the stabilizer test can be said to have better parameters
than its classical counterpart.
Now we turn to the quantum locality test.
Proposition 16. The probability that the quantum locality test accepts when applied to an
operator f is equal to
1
2n
0
@
X
S[n]
tr(2
S)
1
A; (45)
where S is the partial trace of jfihfj over all subsystems AjA0
j with j 62 S, and we dene
tr(2
;) = 1.
Proof. The proof proceeds via direct calculation:
P[test accepts] = hfjhfj

IAA0:BB0 + swapAA0:BB0
2

n
jfijfi
=
1
2n
X
S[n]
hfjhfjswapASA0
S:BSB0
Sjfijfi
=
1
2n
X
S[n]
tr(swapASA0
S:BSB0
SS 
 S)
=
1
2n
X
S[n]
tr(2
S);
(46)
where we use the notation AS for an operator which is applied to the subsystems S, and
acts as the identity elsewhere.
14It is easy to see that if f is local then the probability the quantum locality test accepts
is equal to 1. We have been unable to show that if the test accepts with probability greater
than 1    then f is close to being local. Thus we have the following
Conjecture 17. Suppose f passes the quantum locality test with probability  1 . Then
there exist Uj, j 2 [n], with U2
j = I such that
hf;U1 
 U2 
  
 Uni  1   2: (47)
6.3 Testing dictators
In this subsection we describe a quantum test | a quantisation of the H astad test [H as01]
| which tests whether a unitary operator f is -close to a dictator. In fact, we give two
such tests. The rst determines whether f is close, up to a phase, to a dictator which is also
a stabilizer operator (a stabilizer dictator). The second is intended to determine whether
f is close to a dictator. As with the situation for quantum locality testing, we are able to
analyse the rst test, but leave the second as a conjecture.
The dictator | or quantum H astad | test is dened as follows.
Denition 18. Let f be a unitary operator and let 0    1. Then the quantum H astad
test proceeds as follows.
1. Prepare 4n quantum registers in the state
jiAA0jiBB0: (48)
(Our notation is identical to that of the quantum locality test.)
2. Apply f to A and once more to B to give
jfijfi = fA 
 IA0 
 fB 
 IB0jiji: (49)
3. To test if f is close to a stabilizer dictator measure the -equality POVM given by the
operators feq;I   eqg, where
eq =
 
j00ih00j + (1   )
3 X
s=1
jsiAA0hsj 
 jsiBB0hsj
!
n
: (50)
This measurement is easy to implement by ipping a -biased coin, and gives
P[test accepts] = hfjhfjeqjfijfi: (51)
4. To test if f is a dictator measure the -swap observable
sw =
1
2n

T()AA0:BB0 +
p
T()swap
p
T()AA0:BB0

n
; (52)
where
T() =
X
s;t
(1   )
jsj+jtj
2 js;tihs;tj (53)
(recall that jsj = 1 if s > 0, for s 2 f0;1;2;3g), giving
P[test accepts] = hfjhfjswjfijfi: (54)
15We now prove the following
Proposition 19. Suppose that a unitary operator f passes the stabilizer H astad test with
 = 3
4 with probability 1   . Then f is -close, up to a phase, to I or a stabilizer dictator.
(We assume   0:01.)
Proof. Write the Fourier expansion of f as follows:
f =
X
s
^ fss: (55)
It is easy to verify that
P[test accepts] =
X
s
(1   )jsjj ^ fsj4: (56)
Now suppose that f is a stabilizer dictator, up to a phase, on some variable j 2 [n], i.e., f
is eis
j, for some s 2 f0;1;2;3g. Then f passes the quantum H astad test with probability
P[test accepts] = (1   )j ^ fsj4 = 1   : (57)
On the other hand, suppose that
1     P[test accepts] 
 
X
s
j ^ fsj2
!
max
s (1   )jsjj ^ fsj2 = max
s

1  
3
4

jsj
j ^ fsj2: (58)
Since (1 )jsj  1 it follows that there exists some s such that j ^ fsj2  1 . Using the fact
that (1   3
4)jsj < 1    for supp(s)  2, we know that this maximum occurs on a string s
with support one or zero. That is, there exists a Fourier coecient of magnitude at least
1    on a string with support at most one.
We have been unable to prove the corresponding result for the full quantum dictator
test, so we leave this as a conjecture.
Conjecture 20. Suppose that a unitary operator f passes the quantum H astad dictator
test with  = 3
4 with probability 1   . Then f is -close, up to a phase, to I or a dictator.
(Assume   0:01.)
7 Learning quantum boolean functions
The purpose of this section is to describe a family of results in the spirit of the Goldreich-
Levin algorithm [GL89], an algorithm which was originally dened in a cryptographic con-
text, but was shown by Kushilevitz and Mansour [KM93] to be a useful tool for learning
boolean functions. Continuing the theme of the previous sections, we'll see that quantum
computers are polynomially more ecient at learning tasks for boolean functions. Heuris-
tically, this is because quantum computers can exploit quantum superposition to carry out
\super-dense" coding [NC00], allowing us to pack more information in a single quantum
query.
The presentation of the results in this section is based on [O'D07].
167.1 Learning stabilizer operators and approximating Fourier coecients
We begin by learning the class of stabilizer operators. It turns out that this can be done
with only one quantum query, in contrast to the n queries required classically. This is a
natural generalisation of the quantum algorithm of Bernstein and Vazirani [BV97], which
learns linear boolean functions with one quantum query. For simplicity, the results in this
subsection are given in terms of quantum boolean functions, but it should be clear how to
extend them to general unitary operators.
Proposition 21. If a quantum boolean function f is a stabilizer operator, then we can
identify f with 1 quantum query, using O(n) quantum measurements of Pauli operators.
Proof. The idea behind the proof is simple: we apply f to one half of a collection of n
maximally entangled states and then measure in a basis of maximally entangled states.
More precisely, suppose that f = s for some s. Then the rst step of our algorithm queries
f to produce the state (our notation is identical to that of the previous section)
f 
 IjiAA0  jsi: (59)
Since the set of states fjsig indexed by s forms an orthonormal basis for AA0 we can simply
measure the state jsi to nd out s. (The O(n) measurements bit comes from the preparation
step and the measurement step; one needs to measure each register AjA0
j separately.)
The next proposition shows us that the previous result is robust against perturbations.
Proposition 22. Suppose that a quantum boolean function f satises
^ fs 
1 + 
p
2
(60)
for some s. Then s can be identied with probability 1    with O
  1
2 log
 1


uses of f.
Proof. Note that, by Parseval, there can only be one character s which satises (60); the
rest of the characters must be further from f than s.
The strategy of our proof is simple: we make q queries to f by applying it to sets of
maximally entangled states ji and then measure each resulting state in the fjsig basis. We
then take a majority vote. For each query, with probability P[succ]  1
2 +, we get the right
answer. To work out the probability that the test fails we bound the failure probability
by bounding the cumulative distribution function of the binomial distribution B(q;p) with
p = 1
2 + :
P[test fails] = P[at least q=2 failures]  e
 2
(qp  q
2 )2
q
= e 2q2
= ;
(61)
so that choosing q = O
  1
2 log
 1


gives us the desired result.
Lemma 23. Let f =
P
s2f0;1;2;3gn ^ fss be a quantum boolean function. Then ^ f2
s  2 for
at most 1
2 terms.
17Proof. This is a simple consequence of Parseval's relation.
Lemma 24. For any s 2 f0;1;2;3gn it is possible to estimate ^ fs to within  with proba-
bility 1    using O

1
2 log
 1


queries.
Proof. To prove this lemma we need access to the controlled-f quantum boolean function
Uf = j0iCh0j
IA+j1iCh1j
fA. (This can be easily implemented using f alone by adjoining
n ancilla qubits and pre-applying a controlled-swap operation between the main qubits and
ancilla qubits, applying f to the ancillas and post-applying a controlled-swap operation and
then discarding the ancillas.)
The method takes place on a register consisting of the system A and a copy of the
system A0 and a control qubit. It proceeds as follows.
1. Prepare the control+system+copy in j0iCjiAA0.
2. Apply a Hadamard operation H = 1 p
2
 
1 1
1  1

to C: the system is now in the state
1
p
2
j0iCjiAA0 +
1
p
2
j1iCjiAA0: (62)
3. Apply the controlled-s operation Vs = j0iCh0j 
 s + j1iCh1j 
 I (implemented in
the same way as Uf, above) to yield
1
p
2
j0iCsjiAA0 +
1
p
2
j1iCjiAA0: (63)
4. Next apply Uf to give
1
p
2
j0iCsjiAA0 +
1
p
2
j1iCfjiAA0: (64)
5. Apply a Hadamard operation once again to C. The system is now in the state
1
2
j0iC(sjiAA0 + fjiAA0) +
1
2
j1iC(sjiAA0   fjiAA0): (65)
6. Now measure the control qubit in the computational basis. This gives \0" with prob-
ability
P[0] = hj
(s + f)2
4
ji =
1
2
+
1
2  2n tr(sf) =
1
2
+
1
2
^ fs (66)
and \1" with probability
P[1] = hj
(s   f)2
4
ji =
1
2
 
1
2  2n tr(sf) =
1
2
 
1
2
^ fs: (67)
An application of Hoeding's inequality yields the desired result.
Remark 25. Note that one may improve the performance of the procedures involved the
proofs of Proposition 22 and Lemma 24 by exploiting quantum amplitude amplication.
This achieves a square-root improvement of the dependence on  and , respectively.
187.2 The quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm
In this subsection we describe the quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm.
Theorem 26 (quantum Goldreich-Levin). Given oracle access to a unitary operator f on
n qubits and its adjoint fy, and given ; > 0, there is a poly

n; 1


log
 1


-time algorithm
which outputs a list L = fs1;s2;:::;smg such that with probability 1   : (1) if j ^ fsj  ,
then s 2 L; and (2) for all s 2 L, j ^ fsj  =2.
This quantum algorithm can be understood as a kind of branch and bound algorithm:
we initially assume that the set Sn of all 4n strings s contributes signicantly to the Fourier
expansion of f. We then partition this set into four equal chunks and eciently estimate
(via Proposition 32) the total weight of the Fourier expansion on each of these chunks.
We then throw away the chunks with low weight and repeat the process by successively
partitioning the remaining chunks into four, etc. The reason the total number of remaining
chunks doesn't blow up exponentially is because of Lemma 23.
Denition 27. Let f be a unitary operator on n qubits. Let I  [n]. For any s 2
f0;1;2;3gjIj with S  supp(s)  I dene
Fs;I 
1
2jIj trI(sf): (68)
Lemma 28. Let f be a unitary operator on n qubits, then
1
2n jIj tr(tFs;I) = ^ fs[t; (69)
for any t 2 f0;1;2;3gn jIj with T  supp(t)  Ic, where Ic denotes the complement of the
set I and s [ t denotes concatenation, i.e.,
[s [ t]j =
(
sj; j 2 I
tj; j 62 I:
(70)
Proof. Note that
Fs;I =
1
2n jIj
X
supp(t)Ic
tr(tFs;I)t
=
1
2n
X
supp(t)Ic
tr(s 
 tf)t;
(71)
from which the result follows.
Lemma 29. Let f be a unitary operator on n qubits. Then
1
2n jIj tr(F
y
s;IFs;I) =
X
tjtj=sj;8j2I
j ^ ftj2: (72)
19Proof. Consider
1
2n jIj tr(F
y
s;IFs;I) =
X
supp(u)Ic
j ^ fs[uj2 =
X
tjtj=sj;j2I
j ^ ftj2: (73)
It is convenient to write the set S of all t such that tj = sj, j 2 I as an indicator string:
Denition 30. Let I  [n]. The indicator string S = (sj1;sj2;:::;sjjIj;;;:::;), where
sjk 2 f0;1;2;3g, is the set
ftjtjk = sjk;jk 2 Ig: (74)
Denition 31. The weight W(S) of an indicator string S is
W(S) =
X
t2S
j ^ ftj2: (75)
It turns out that we can eciently estimate W(S).
Proposition 32. Let f be a unitary operator on n qubits. Then for any indicator string
S it is possible to eciently estimate the weight W(S) to within 2 with probability 1   
using O

1
4 log
 1


queries to f and fy.
Proof. Our method takes place in a system consisting of one ancilla qubit C, four copies,
called A1, A0
1, A2, and A0
2, of the qubits in I and two copies, called B and B0, of the qubits
in Ic. Thus the total system is CA1A0
1A2A0
2BB0. The algorithm proceeds as follows.
1. Initialise the system (by applying a Hadamard on C) into
1
p
2
(j0i + j1i)CjiA1A0
1jiA2A0
2jiBB0: (76)
(From now on, for simplicity, we write ji  jiA1A0
1jiA2A0
2jiBB0.)
2. Apply the operation U  j0iCh0j 
 s 
 s + j1iCh1j 
 IA1A2 on CA1A2. The system
is now in the state
1
p
2
j0iC(s 
 sji) +
1
p
2
j1iCji: (77)
3. Apply the controlled-(f;fy) operation V  j0iCh0j
 IA1A2B +j1iCh1j
 fA1Bf
y
A2B on
CA1A2B. (This operation is easy to implement with two applications of controlled-f
and controlled-fy operations.) The system is now in the state
1
p
2
j0iC(s 
 sji) +
1
p
2
j1iC(fA1Bf
y
A2Bji): (78)
4. Apply a Hadamard to the control register:
1
2
j0iC(s 
 s + fA1Bf
y
A2B)ji +
1
2
j1iC(s 
 s   fA1Bf
y
A2B)ji: (79)
205. Measure the control register in the computational basis. We get \0" with probability:
P[0] =
1
4
hj(s 
 s + fA2Bf
y
A1B)(s 
 s + fA1Bf
y
A2B)ji
=
1
2
+
1
2
1
2n+jIjRe(tr(s 
 sfA1Bf
y
A2B))
=
1
2
+
1
2

1
2n jIj tr(F
y
s;IFs;I)

=
1
2
+
1
2
W(S);
(80)
with a similar formula for P[1]; the second equality follows from noting that hjMA1A2B

IA0
1A0
2B0ji = 1
2n+jIj tr(M), for any operator M on A1A2B (the extra jIj comes from
the fact that A appears twice). An application of Hoeding's inequality gives the
desired result.
We now describe the quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm
L   (;;:::;)
for k = 1 to n do
for each S 2 L, S = (s1;s2;:::;sk 1;;;:::;) do
Let Ssk = (s1;s2;:::;sk 1;sk;;;:::;) then for sk = 0;1;2;3 estimate W(Ssk) to
within 2=4 with probability at least 1   .
Remove S from L.
Add Ssk if the estimate of W(Ssk) is at least 2=2 for sk = 0;1;2;3.
end for
end for
We now analyse the algorithm. To simplify the analysis we'll assume that all estimations
are accurate. We'll remove this assumption later.
Lemma 33. After 1 iteration of the algorithm, W(S) 
2
4 for all S 2 L.
Proof. All the estimates are assumed to be correct, and for all S 2 L, S was entered into
the list L because its estimated weight was at least
2
2 , and the estimate is correct to within
an additive
2
4 .
Lemma 34. At any time jLj  4
2.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 23.
Lemma 35. The quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm requires at most a total of 16n
2 esti-
mations.
Proof. At each iteration there are at most 4
2 items in the list and the algorithm needs at
most 4 estimations per iteration. There are only n iterations.
21Lemma 36. For any s such that j ^ fsj  , there exists S 2 L such that s 2 S.
Proof. It suces to note that j ^ fsj2  2, thus the weight of any string S containing s is
greater than 2, hence at least once such S remains in the list L after the rst step.
To remove the accuracy assumption, given  > 0, we dene 0 =
2
16n, and perform
each estimation with condence 1   0. By the union bound, if the algorithm performs 16n
2
estimations, they are all correct with probability at least 1   , so the algorithm is correct
with probability at least 1   .
We now have all the ingredients to prove Theorem 26:
Proof of Theorem 26. The total running time is dominated by the estimations. There are
at most 16n
2 , and each takes O(log(1
)=2) samples to estimate, so the overall running time
is poly(n; 1
)log(1
).
7.3 Learning quantum dynamics
In this subsection we show how to apply the quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm to learn
the dynamics generated by local quantum systems. In principle one needs an exponential
number of queries to learn the dynamics associated with a quantum system of n qubits.
However, if we make the key physical assumption that the dynamics are generated by a geo-
metrically local quantum system, then it turns out that we can do much better. We'll focus,
for simplicity, on one-dimensional quantum systems, but our results extend pretty easily
to higher dimensional systems and to any system which is local on a graph with bounded
isoperimetric dimension. There are even some results available for quantum dynamics on
general graphs, which we leave to future works.
Before we begin we'll provide some background on quantum dynamics. Let H  = C(2n)
be the Hilbert space associated with a collection of n qubits. A Hamiltonian is a Hermitian
operator H on H. The dynamics generated by H is the one-parameter family of unitary
operators U(t) = eitH.
We now need to describe what it means to learn the dynamics generated by a Hamilto-
nian H:
Denition 37. Let U be a unitary operator (not necessarily a quantum boolean function).
We say that we have (;)-learned the dynamics of a known Hermitian operator M if, given
 queries of U, we can provide an estimate ^ UyMU of UyMU such that k ^ UyMU UyMUk2
2 
 with probability greater than 1   .
Denition 38. A one-dimensional quantum Hamiltonian H is any Hamiltonian which can
be written
H =
n 1 X
j=1
hj (81)
with hj Hermitian, khjk1 = O(1), and supp(hj)  fj;j + 1g for j  n   1.
The key to our main result is the following estimate.
22Theorem 39 (Lieb-Robinson bound [LR72]). Let H be a one-dimensional quantum system.
Then for all s and j
ke itHs
jeitH   e itHs
jeitHk1  cekjtj vjj; (82)
where c, k, and v are constants independent of n,   [n   1] is any contiguous subset
centred on j, and H =
P
j2 hj.
We can use the Lieb-Robinson bound to establish the following corollary
Corollary 40. Let H be a one-dimensional quantum system. Then
1
2nke itHs
jeitH   e itHs
jeitHk2
2  cekjtj vjj; (83)
with possibly new constants c, k, and v.
Proof. The result is a simple application of the matrix norm inequality
kMk2
2  mkMk2
1 (84)
for Hermitian m  m matrices M.
Proposition 41. Let t = O(log(n)). Then, with probability 1    we can (;)-learn the
quantum boolean functions s
j(t)  e itHs
jeitH using  = poly(n;1=;log(1=)) queries
of eitH. (Note that all queries are made to the unitary operator U = eitH and the pauli
operators are assumed to be not evolving during the execution of the algorithm.)
Proof. The Lieb-Robinson bound tells us that if t = O(log(n)) then the only signicant
Fourier coecients of the quantum boolean function s
j(t) are those whose support is centred
on j and have size the same order as jtj. Since there are at most O(n4jtj) = O(poly(n)) such
coecients we can eciently apply the quantum Goldreich-Levin algorithm to output a list
of them. Given this list we then use Lemma 24 to individually estimate them to accuracy
. An application of the union bound gives us the result.
Remark 42. The operators s
j(t) are signicant in condensed matter physics as they repre-
sent the dynamics of applied magnetic elds.
Although it is straightforward to compute an approximation to h js
j(t)j i for a given
initial quantum state j i, when we (;)-learn s
j(t) we are demanding that we can, on
average, calculate a good approximation to h js
j(t)j i for arbitrary quantum states which
are randomly chosen after the algorithm has terminated. Notice also that the algorithm
we've presented here doesn't need to know which qubit interacts with which, just that the
qubits interact in a line. Indeed, simple modications of the Lieb-Robinson bound allow us
to conclude that we can eciently learn the dynamics of qubits which interact on graphs
with, eg., a nite number of randomly placed bridges.
238 Noise and quantum hypercontractivity
One of the most useful tools in the classical analysis of boolean functions has been the hy-
percontractive (also known as \Bonami-Gross-Beckner") inequality [Bec75, Bon68, Bon70,
Gro75, Nel66, Nel73, Rud60]. Perhaps the most intuitive way to write down this inequality
is in terms of a noise operator on functions, which can be dened in two equivalent ways.
Denition 43. For a bit-string x 2 f0;1gn, dene the distribution y  x as follows: each
bit of y is equal to the corresponding bit of x with probability 1=2 + =2, and ipped with
probability 1=2 =2. Then the noise operator with rate  1    1, written T, is dened
via
(Tf)(x) = Eyx[f(y)]: (85)
Equivalently, T may be dened by its action on Fourier coecients, as follows.
Tf =
X
s2f0;1gn
jsj ^ fss: (86)
It is easy to see that noise rate 1 leaves the function as it is, whereas noise rate 0 replaces
the function with the constant function ^ f0I. The Fourier-analytic denition given above
immediately extends to the quantum setting, giving a superoperator dened as follows.
Denition 44. The noise superoperator with rate3  1=3    1, written T, is dened as
follows.
Tf =
X
s2f0;1;2;3gn
jsj ^ fss: (87)
Perhaps surprisingly, just as the classical noise operator has an alternative natural def-
inition in terms of \local smoothing" (eqn. (85)), its quantum generalisation has a natural
denition too, in terms of the action of the qubit depolarising channel.
Proposition 45. Let f be a Hermitian operator on n qubits. Then, for  1=3    1,
Tf = D
n
 f, where D is the qubit depolarising channel with noise rate , i.e.
D(f) =
(1   )
2
tr(f)I + f: (88)
Proof. To verify the claim it is only necessary to check (88) on the characters s and then
extend by linearity. Thus, since for a single qubit D(0) = 0, and D(j) = j for j 6= 0
we have that
D
n
 (s) = jsjs = T(s): (89)
We have the following easy observations about the behaviour of the noise superoperator.
 kTfkp  kfkp for any 0    1. Follows because Tf is a convex combination of
conjugations by unitaries.
3This restriction on  is necessary for the map to be completely positive [KR01].
24 The semigroup property TT = T is immediate.
 If   , kTfkp  kTfkp for any p  1. Follows from the previous two properties.
 For any f and g, hTf;gi = hf;Tgi. Follows from Plancherel's theorem: hTf;gi =
P
s d Tf

s ^ gs =
P
s jsj ^ f
s ^ gs =
P
s ^ f
sd Tgs = hf;Tgi.
We are now ready to state the quantum hypercontractive inequality. By the identica-
tion of the noise superoperator with a tensor product of qubit depolarising channels, this
inequality is really a statement about the properties of this channel, and can also be seen
as a generalisation of a hypercontractive inequality of Carlen and Lieb [CL93].
Theorem 46. Let f be a Hermitian operator on n qubits and assume that 1  p  2  q 
1. Then, provided that
 
r
p   1
q   1
; (90)
we have
kTfkq  kfkp: (91)
Just as in the classical case, the proof of this inequality will involve two steps: rst, a
proof for n = 1, and then an inductive step to extend to all n. The proof of the base case is
essentially the same as in the classical setting. In the classical proof, the inductive step uses
a quite general tensor product argument. One might hope that this argument extended to
the quantum setting. This would be true if it held that, for any channels (superoperators)
C and D on n qubits,
kC 
 Dkq!p  kCkq!pkDkq!p; (92)
where we dene the q ! p norm as
kCkq!p = sup
f
kCfkp
kfkq
: (93)
However, this most general statement is actually false, as it would imply the so-called \max-
imal output p-norm multiplicativity conjecture" in the case q = 1, to which counterexamples
have recently been found by Hayden and Winter [HW08] for all p > 1 and for p = 1 by
Hastings [Has08]. Our proof must therefore be specic to the depolarising channel, and will
turn out to rely on a non-commutative generalisation of Hanner's inequality recently proven
by King [Kin03], rather than the Minkowski inequality used in the classical proof. In fact,
a corollary of our result is the proof of multiplicativity of the maximum output q ! p norm
for the depolarising channel for certain values of q and p.
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 46 in earnest, we will need some subsidiary
lemmata.
Lemma 47. Let f be a single qubit Hermitian operator and let 1  p  q  1. Then,
provided that
 
r
p   1
q   1
(94)
we have
kTfkq  kfkp: (95)
25Proof. We diagonalise f as UyU, where  is diagonal. Since the depolarising channel is
symmetric we have that T(UyU) = D(UyU) = UyD()U = UyT()U and since the
q-norm is unitarily invariant we have that kT(f)kq = kT()kq. So we may as well focus
on diagonal operators  =

1 0
0 2

. In terms of the eigenvalues of  the inequality (95)
is just the two-point inequality established by Bonami [Bon70], Gross [Gro75] and Beckner
[Bec75].
Lemma 48. It suces to prove Theorem 46 for p = 2.
Proof. The classical proof (see, e.g., [Mos05, Lecture 12]) goes through unchanged. The
rst step is to prove that Theorem 46 holds for q = 2, and any 1  p  2. Assume the
theorem holds for p = 2 and any q, and take p0 such that 1=p0 + 1=p = 1; then
kTp
p 1fk2 = sup
kgk2=1
jhg;Tp
p 1 fij = sup
kgk2=1
jhTp
p 1 g;fij (96)
 kfkp sup
kgk2=1
kTp
p 1 gkp0  kfkp; (97)
where the rst inequality is H older's inequality. Now, to prove the theorem when 1  p <
2 < q, we use the semigroup property:
kTq
p 1
q 1
fkq = kT1=
p
q 1 Tp
p 1 fkq  kTp
p 1 fk2  kfkp: (98)
Lemma 49. For all p  1, kTfkp  kTjfjkp, where jfj is the operator
p
f2.
Proof. This holds because f  jfj (in a positive semidenite sense) and applying T doesn't
change this ordering because it is a convex combination of conjugations by unitaries.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 46. By Lemma 48, it suces to prove the following
statement.
Proposition 50. Let f be a Hermitian operator. Then kTfk1+1=2  kfk2 for any 0 
  1.
Proof. For readability, it will be convenient to switch to the un-normalised standard Schat-
ten p-norm, so for the remainder of the proof kfkp = (trjfjp)
1=p. With this normalisation,
what we want to prove is
kTfk1+1=2  2
 n

1 2
2(1+2)

kfk2: (99)
The proof is by induction on n. The theorem is true for n = 1 by Lemma 47, so assume
n > 1 and expand f as follows.
f = I 
 a + 1 
 b + 2 
 c + 3 
 d =

a + d b   ic
b + ic a   d

: (100)
26Then, by direct calculation, we have
Tf =

T(a + d) T(b   ic)
T(b + ic) T(a   d)

; (101)
where the operator T on the left-hand side acts on n qubits, while the operator T on
the right-hand side acts on n   1 qubits. For brevity, set q = 1 + 1=2, and assume that
kTfk
q
q  2 (n 1)(q=2 1)kfk
q
2 for any (n   1)-qubit Hermitian operator f. Using a non-
commutative Hanner's inequality for positive block matrices [Kin03], which holds for q  2,
and noting that we can assume that f is positive by Lemma 49, we obtain
kTfkq
q 
 
 

kT(a + d)kq kT(b   ic)kq
kT(b + ic)kq kT(a   d)kq
 
 
q
q
 2 (n 1)(q=2 1)
 
 

ka + dk2 kb   ick2
kb + ick2 ka   dk2
 
 
q
q
;
where we use the inductive hypothesis. The proposition will thus be proven if we can show
that
kgkq
q 
 
 

ka + dk2 kb   ick2
kb + ick2 ka   dk2
 
 
q
q
 2 (q=2 1)kfk
q
2 = 2
 
kak2
2 + kdk2
2 + kb   ick2
2
q=2 ;
where we call the matrix on the left-hand side of the inequality g. Write g = Th for some
h, where the elements of h are
h11 =
1
2

1 +
1


ka + dk2 +

1  
1


ka   dk2

;
h12 = kb   ick2;
h21 = kb + ick2;
h22 =
1
2

1  
1


ka + dk2 +

1 +
1


ka   dk2

:
Note that h is indeed Hermitian; kb   ick2 = kb + ick2, using the cyclicity of trace. Now,
by Lemma 47, kgk
q
q  2 (q=2 1)khk
q
2 = 2
 1
2khk2
2
q=2. An explicit expansion gives
khk2
2 = 2kb   ick2
2 +

1 +
1
2

 
kak2
2 + 2kdk2
2

+

1  
1
2

ka + dk2ka   dk2; (102)
implying that, in order to prove the proposition, we need

1
2
+
1
22

 
kak2
2 + 2kdk2
2

+

1
2
 
1
22

ka + dk2ka   dk2  kak2
2 + kdk2
2: (103)
So, noting that 1=2   1=(22) is negative, it suces to show that
kak2
2   2kdk2
2  ka + dk2ka   dk2: (104)
27This last inequality can be proven using the matrix Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
kak2
2   2kdk2
2 = tr((a + d)(a   d)) (105)

p
tr((a + d)2)
p
tr((a   d)2) (106)
= ka + dk2ka   dk2; (107)
so we are done.
Theorem 46 has the following easy corollaries. The rst says, informally, that low-degree
quantum boolean functions are smooth.
Corollary 51. Let f be a Hermitian operator on n qubits with degree at most d. Then, for
any q  2, kfkq  (q   1)d=2kfk2. Also, for any p  2, kfkp  (p   1)d=2kfk2.
Proof. The proof follows that of Corollary 1.3 in Lecture 16 of [O'D07] with no changes
required. Explicitly,
kfk2
q =
 
 

d X
k=0
f=k
 
 

2
q
=
 
 

T1=
p
q 1
 
d X
k=0
(q   1)k=2f=k
! 
 

2
q
(108)


 
 
d X
k=0
(q   1)k=2f=k

 
 
2
2
=
d X
k=0
(q   1)k X
s;jsj=k
^ f2
s (109)
 (q   1)d X
s
^ f2
s = (q   1)dkfk2
2: (110)
The second part is proved using the rst part and H older's inequality, following immediately
from
kfk2
2 = hf;fi  kfkpkfkq  (q   1)d=2kfkpkfk2; (111)
where 1=p + 1=q = 1.
The second corollary is a quantum counterpart of the fundamental Schwartz-Zippel
Lemma [Sch80, Zip79]. This lemma states that any non-zero function f : f0;1gn ! R of
degree d must take a non-zero value on at least a 2 d fraction of the inputs. By analogy
with the classical lemma, we conjecture that the constant in the exponent of this corollary
can be improved.
Corollary 52. Let f be a non-zero Hermitian operator on n qubits with m non-zero eigen-
values and degree d. Then m  2n (2loge)d  2n 2:89d.
Proof. Let f1 denote the projector onto the subspace spanned by f's eigenvectors that have
non-zero eigenvalues. Then, for any q  p  1,
kfkp = hfp;f1i1=p  (kfpkq=pkf1kq=(q p))1=p = kfkq
m
2n
1=p 1=q
; (112)
28where we use H older's inequality and the fact that f1's non-zero eigenvalues are all 1. Thus,
using Corollary 51, for any q  2 we have
m
2n
1=2 1=q

kfk2
kfkq
 (q   1) d=2; (113)
implying
m 
2n
 
(q   1)q=(q 2)d: (114)
Taking the limit of this expression as q ! 2 gives the desired result.
The nal corollary is a quantum generalisation of a lemma attributed to Talagrand
[Tal96], which bounds the weight of a projector on the rst level in terms of its 1-norm
(equivalently, its dimension). This lemma quanties the intuition that low-rank projections
(eg., pure states) on the Hilbert space of n qubits must have a Fourier spectrum whose
support includes high-weight Fourier coecients.
Corollary 53. Let P2 = P be a projector. Then
kP=1k2
2  (q   1)kPk
2
p
1 ; (115)
where 1
p + 1
q = 1.
Proof. We begin by writing
P =
X
s
^ Pss = P=1 + h; (116)
where
P=1 =
X
sjjsj=1
^ Pss: (117)
Note that kP=1k2
2 = hP=1;Pi. Applying H older's inequality:
kP=1k2
2 = hP=1;Pi  kPkpkP=1kq; (118)
where 1
p + 1
q = 1. Next we use hypercontractivity to show that kP=1kq 
p
q   1kP=1k2,
so that
kP=1k2
2 
p
q   1kP=1k2kPkp =
p
q   1kP=1k2kPk
1
p
1 : (119)
Dividing both sides by kP=1k2 and squaring both sides gives us
kP=1k2
2  (q   1)kPk
2
p
1 : (120)
299 A quantum FKN theorem
The Friedgut-Kalai-Naor (FKN) theorem [FKN02] states that, if a boolean function has
most of its Fourier weight on the rst level or below, then it is close to being a dictator. It
has proven useful in social choice theory [Kal02] and the study of hardness of approximation
[KKMO04, Din07]. In this section, we state and prove two quantum variants of the FKN
theorem. The rst is a direct generalisation of the classical result, and uses the quantum
hypercontractive inequality. The second is a dierent generalisation, to the 1-norm.
9.1 Balancing quantum boolean functions
It will be convenient for the later results in this section to deal only with quantum boolean
functions which have no weight on level 0 (i.e. are traceless). We therefore describe a method
to balance quantum boolean functions. That is, from a quantum boolean function f we
produce another quantum boolean function g which satises tr(g) = 0 and has kf1k2
2 =
kg=1k2
2.
Denition 54. The spin ip operation S is dened as
S(M) = 2M2 (121)
for any single qubit operator M.
The spin ip operation is a superoperator but is not a CP map. Note that S(j) =  j
for all j 2 f1;2;3g.
Denition 55. The balancing operation B is the superoperator
B(f) = j0ih0j 
 f   j1ih1j 
 S
n(f)
= j0ih0j 
 f   j1ih1j 
 (2 
  
 2)f(2 
  
 2);
(122)
where we attach an ancilla qubit, denoted A.
Lemma 56. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then g = B(f) is a quantum boolean
function.
Proof. Consider
g2 = j0ih0j 
 f2 + j1ih1j 
 S
n(f2)
= j0ih0j 
 I + j1ih1j 
 S
n(I) = I:
(123)
Proposition 57. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then tr(B(f)) = 0.
Proof. The proof is by direct calculation.
tr(B(f)) = tr(f)   tr(f) = 2Im(tr(f)) = 0; (124)
where the rst equality follows from an application of the cyclic rule of trace.
30Proposition 58. Let f be a quantum boolean function, and g = B(f). Then kg1k2
2 =
kf1k2
2.
Proof. We can calculate the rst level of B(f) by tracing against weight-1 operators on the
system:
tr(s
jB(f)) = tr(s
jf)   tr(s
j(2 
  
 2)(f)(2 
  
 2))
= 2tr(s
jf);
(125)
recalling that the notation 
j
i is used for the operator which acts as j at the i'th position,
and trivially elsewhere. That is, hs
j;gi = hs
j;fi, so all the degree 1 terms in the Fourier
expansion of g (on the system) are identical to those for f. The only non-zero weight-1
term of g on the ancilla A is given by
tr(3
Ag) = 2tr(f): (126)
Our balancing operation reduces to the previously known classical balancing operation
on classical boolean functions [FKN02].
9.2 Exact quantum FKN
To gain some intuition for the later results, we begin by sketching the (straightforward)
proof of an exact variant of the FKN theorem.
Proposition 59. Let f be a quantum boolean function on n qubits. If
P
jsj>1 ^ f2
s = 0, then
f is either a dictator or constant.
Proof. By the results of Section 9.1, we can assume that f is balanced. Expand f as
f =
n X
i=1
Ui; (127)
where Ui is a traceless operator that acts non-trivially on only the i'th qubit, with at most
two distinct eigenvalues. Let the positive eigenvalue of the non-trivial component of Ui
be i, and the corresponding eigenvector be jeii. Then the tensor product
N
i jeii is an
eigenvector of f with eigenvalue  =
P
i i  kfk1. Let i : x denote the string of length
n with value x at position i, and 0 elsewhere. Because Ui = I[i 1] 
 Mi 
 I[i+1;:::;n] and
Mi = ^ fi:11
i + ^ fi:22
i + ^ fi:13
i =

^ fi:3 ^ fi:1 i ^ fi:2
^ fi:1+i ^ fi:2   ^ fi:3

, we have that
i =
q
^ f2
i:1 + ^ f2
i:2 + ^ f2
i:3: (128)
Thus
P
i i is strictly greater than 1 unless f is a dictator.
319.3 Quantum FKN in the 2-norm
In this section, we will prove the following result.
Theorem 60. There is a constant K such that, for every quantum boolean function f, if P
jsj>1 ^ f2
s < , f is K-close to being a dictator or constant.
The proof is essentially a quantisation of one of the two proofs of the classical theorem
given in the original paper [FKN02]; see also the exposition in Lecture 13 of [O'D07]. We
will require the following lemma.
Lemma 61. Let q be a degree 2 Hermitian operator on n qubits such that Pri[ji(q)j > ] =
p, where the probability is taken with respect to the uniform distribution on the eigenvalues
of q. Then kqk2
2 
2(1 p)
1 9
p
p .
Proof. Expand q = r  s, where r projects onto the eigenvectors of q with eigenvalues at
most  in absolute value. Thus rank(r)  (1   p)2n and rank(s) = p2n. Then the lemma
follows from
kqk2
2 = krk2
2 + ksk2
2  (1   p)2 +
p
pksk2
4
 (1   p)2 +
p
pkqk2
4  (1   p)2 + 9
p
pkqk2
2;
where the nal inequality is Corollary 51.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 60.
Proof of Theorem 60. By the results of Section 9.1, we can assume that f has no weight on
level 0, i.e. is traceless. Given f =
P
jsj=1 ^ fss +
P
jsj>1 ^ fss, call the rst sum l and the
second h (\low" and \high"). As f is quantum boolean, (l+h)2 = I. Thus l2+hl+lh+h2 = I.
On the other hand, by explicit expansion of l, we have
l2 =
X
s;jsj=1
^ f2
sI +
X
s;t;
jsj=jtj=1;
js\tj=0
^ fs ^ ftst = (1   )I + q; (129)
where we dene a new operator q. Our goal will be to show that kqk2
2 is small, i.e. at most
K for some constant K. The theorem will follow: if
K  kqk2
2 =
X
s;t;
jsj=jtj=1;
js\tj=0
^ f2
s ^ f2
t =
0
@
X
s;jsj=1
^ f2
s
1
A
2
 
X
s;t;
jsj=jtj=1;
js\tj=1
^ f2
s ^ f2
t (130)
= (1   )2  
X
s;t;
jsj=jtj=1;
js\tj=1
^ f2
s ^ f2
t; (131)
32then, for some K0,
1   K0 
X
s;t;
jsj=jtj=1;
js\tj=1
^ f2
s ^ f2
t =
X
s;jsj=1
^ f2
s
 X
t;jtj=1;
js\tj=1
^ f2
t

(132)
 max
s;jsj=1
X
t;jtj=1;
js\tj=1
^ f2
t; (133)
so there exists some index i such that all but K0 of the weight of f is on terms that only
depend on the i'th qubit. Setting all the other terms in the Fourier expansion of f to zero
and renormalising gives a quantum boolean function that is a dictator (on the i'th qubit)
and is distance K00 from f, for some other constant K00.
It remains to show that kqk2
2 is small. Expand q as
q = I   hl   lh   h2 = I   h(f   h)   (f   h)h   h2 = I   hf   fh + h2 (134)
and consider the terms in this sum. By the hypothesis of the theorem, khk2
2 = 1
2n
P
i i(h)2 =
. We also have trh = 0. By Chebyshev's inequality, this implies that, for any K > 0,
Pri[ji(h)j > K
p
]  1=K2 (taking the uniform distribution on the eigenvalues of h).
We also have i(hf)  i(h) (see [Bha97, Problem III.6.2] and note that kfk1 = 1), and
similarly for i(fh). As h2  I, for all i, jij  1 and so Pri[ji(h2)j > K
p
]  Pri[ji(h)j >
K
p
]  1=K2. This implies that (see [Bha97, Problem III.6.5])
Pr
i
[ji(q)j > 3K
p
 + ]  3=K2: (135)
Using Lemma 61, taking K to be a suciently small constant, the result follows.
9.4 Quantum FKN in the 1-norm
In this subsection we'll prove a quantum generalisation of the FKN theorem in terms of the
supremum or innity norm k  k1. Our proof doesn't make use of hypercontractivity: only
standard results from matrix analysis are employed.
Theorem 62. Let f be a quantum boolean function. If kf gk1  , where g is a Hermitian
operator with g = g=1 and  < 1
2, then f is close to a dictator h, i.e., kf   hk1  2.
Remark 63. This result has no classical analogue as kf   gk1 can never be small if f and
g are dierent.
Proof. By the results of Section 9.1, we can assume that f is traceless. Our proof works
by using the innity-norm closeness of f and g in an application of Weyl's perturbation
theorem [Bha97] to force the eigenvalues of f to be close to those of g:
j
#
j(f)   
#
j(g)j  ; j = 1;2;:::;2n; (136)
33where 
#
j(M) denote the eigenvalues of M, in descending order. Thus:

#
j(f) = 
#
j(g) + (j); j = 1;2;:::;2n: (137)
Since g can be written as g =
P
j2[n] gj, with supp(gj) = fjg and tr(gj) = 0, the eigenvalues
of g are given by
Pn
j=1 xjj, where xj 2 f 1;+1g and j = kgjk1. (This follows because
gj is acts on the jth qubit as a 2-dimensional matrix.)
So we can label the eigenvalues of g with x 2 f 1;+1gn and we rewrite the perturbation
condition as
(x) =
n X
j=1
xjj + (x); (138)
where (x) is the eigenvalue of f corresponding to the eigenvalue
Pn
j=1 xjj of g and (x)
is a correction. Our strategy is to now show that (x) is a linear function.
To this end, we dierentiate the 2n equations (138) with respect to xj:
j = Dj   Dj(x); (139)
where, eg.,
Dj =
(x1;:::;xj = +1;:::;xn)   (x1;:::;xj =  1;:::;xn)
2
; (140)
i.e., we take the dierence between  with the jth variable assigned to 1 and to  1. Note
that Dj : f 1;+1gn 1 ! R.
Since f is quantum boolean, by assumption, we have that j(x)j = 1, 8x. So, because
j is constant and jDj(x)j   < 1=2, and (139) is true for all (x1;:::;xj 1;xj+1;:::xn),
we conclude that Dj(x) is constant for all (x1;:::;xj 1, xj+1;:::xn). (Otherwise we'd
have a contradiction: as we run through all the assignments of (x1;:::;xj 1, xj+1;:::;xn)
the value of Dj can, in principle, take both the values 0 and 1. However, owing to the
constancy of j and the fact that jDj(x)j   < 1=2 only one of two possible values can be
taken.) This is true for all j 2 [n]. So we learn that (x) is linear:
(x) =
n X
j=1
xjj: (141)
But the condition that j(x)j  , 8x, implies that
n X
j=1
jjj  : (142)
Summarising what we've learnt so far:
Dj = j + j: (143)
Since Dj : f 1;+1gn 1 ! f 1;0;1g we must have that (j + j) 2 f 1;0;1g, j 2 [n].
But this actually means that there is exactly one j for which j = 1   j (or  1   j); the
34rest satisfy jjj = j. The reason for this is as follows. Suppose there was more than one
such j. This would then lead to a contradiction as one can always nd an assignment of
the variables xk so that j(x)j > 1, contradicting the quantum booleanity of f.
We now need to show that f is in fact close to a dictator. We dene our dictator to be
h = sgn(g). An application of the triangle inequality gives us the result:
kf   hk1  kf   gk1 + kg   hk1
  +
n X
j=1
jjj  2
(144)
10 Inuence of quantum variables
In this section we introduce the notion of inuence for quantum boolean functions, and
establish some basic properties of the inuence.
The classical denition of the inuence of variable j on a boolean function f is the
probability that f's value is undened if the value of j is unknown, formally dened as
Ij(f) = Px[f(x) 6= f(x  ej)]; (145)
where xej ips the jth bit of x. In the quantum case, we dene the inuence in terms of
derivative operators.
Denition 64. The jth derivative operator dj is the superoperator
dj 
1
2
(I   Sj); (146)
where I is the identity superoperator and Sj is the spin ip operation (121) on the jth
qubit. Note that
dj(s) =
(
s; sj 6= 0
0; sj = 0:
(147)
The gradient of f is
rf  (d1(f);d2(f);:::;dn(f)): (148)
The laplacian of f is
r2f = krfk2
2 =
n X
j=1
kdj(f)k2
2: (149)
The following lemma is immediate from the denition of the derivative operator.
Lemma 65. Let f be an operator on n qubits. Then the dj operator acts as follows.
dj(f) =
X
sjsj6=0
^ fss: (150)
35Denition 66. Let f be a quantum boolean function. We dene the inuence of the jth
qubit to be
Ij(f)  kdj(f)k2
2; (151)
and the total inuence I(f) to be
I(f) 
n X
j=1
Ij(f): (152)
Note that this denition reduces to the classical denition when f is diagonal in the
computational basis. Intuitively the quantum inuence of the jth qubit measures the extent
to which the value of a quantum boolean function is changed when in the input the state
of jth qubit is inverted through the origin of the Bloch sphere.
Proposition 67. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then
Ij(f) =
X
sjsj6=0
^ f2
s (153)
and
I(f) =
X
s
jsj ^ f2
s: (154)
Proof. Both results follow immediately from the denition of inuence.
The next result provides two other characterisations of the derivative.
Lemma 68. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then
dj(f) = f   trj(f) 

Ij
2
= f  
Z
dU U
y
jfUj
(155)
and
Ij(f) =
1
2
Z
dU k[Uj;f]k2
2; (156)
where the commutator [Uj;f]  Ujf   fUj, dU is the Haar measure on U(2) and Uj 
I 
  
 U 
  
 I with supp(Uj) = fjg.
Proof. Both of the rst two identities can be established by checking dj on single qubit
operators and extending by linearity.
36The alternative characterisation of the inuence can be proven as follows.
Ij(f) =

 
f  
Z
dU U
y
jfUj

 

2
2
=
1
2n
Z
dUdV tr

(f   U
y
jfUj)(f   V
y
j fVj)

=
1
2n
Z
dUdV tr

I   U
y
jfUjf   fV
y
j fVj + U
y
jfUjV
y
j fVj

= 1  
2
2n
Z
dU tr

U
y
jfUjf

+
1
2n
Z
dUdV tr

fUjV
y
j fVjU
y
j

= 1  
2
2n
Z
dU tr

U
y
jfUjf

+
1
2n
Z
dU tr

fUjfU
y
j

= 1  
1
2n
Z
dU tr

U
y
jfUjf

=
1
2n
Z
dU tr

I   U
y
jfUjf

=
1
2n+1
Z
dU tr

[Uj;f][f;U
y
j]

=
1
2
Z
dU k[Uj;f]k2
2:
(157)
Now we generalise the single-qubit inuence to multiple qubits.
Denition 69. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then the inuence of a set J  [n]
on f, written IJ(f), is the quantity
IJ(f)  kdJ(f)k2
2; (158)
where
dJ(f)  f   trJ(f) 

IJ
2jJj: (159)
The next result is a straightforward generalisation of Lemma 68.
Corollary 70. Let f be a quantum boolean function, J  [n], and m = jJj. Then
dJ(f) = f  
Z
dU1dU2 dUm (U1 
 U2 
  
 Um)yf(U1 
 U2 
  
 Um) (160)
and
IJ(f) =
Z
dU1dU2 dUmk[U1 
 U2 
  
 Um;f]k2
2; (161)
where J =
Sm
j=1 supp(Uj).
Unlike the denition of inuence on a single qubit, the physical interpretation of multiple
qubit inuence is less clear, and we leave it as an open question.
37Denition 71. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then we dene the variance of f
to be
var(f) =
1
2n tr(f2)  

1
2n tr(f)
2
: (162)
Proposition 72 (Quantum Poincar e inequality for n qubits). Let f be a quantum boolean
function. Then
var(f)  r2(f) = I(f): (163)
Proof. The proof follows from writing left and right-hand sides in terms of the Fourier
expansion:
var(f) =
X
s
^ f2
s   f2
0 (164)
and
I(f) =
X
s
jsj ^ f2
s: (165)
The inequality is now obvious.
Corollary 73. Let f be a quantum boolean function such that tr(f) = 0. Then there is a
j 2 [n] such that Ij(f)  1=n.
11 Towards a quantum KKL theorem
An inuential paper of Kahn, Kalai and Linial [KKL88] proved the following result, known
as the KKL theorem. For every balanced boolean function f : f0;1gn ! f1; 1g, there
exists a variable x such that Ij(f) = 


logn
n

. By Corollary 73, for every balanced quantum
boolean function f on n qubits there is a qubit j such that Ij(f)  1
n. It is thus natural
to conjecture that a quantum analogue of the KKL theorem holds { and also a quantum
analogue of Friedgut's theorem [Fri98], which is based on similar ideas.
However, the immediate quantum generalisation of the classical proof does not go
through. Intuitively, the reason for this is as follows. The classical proof shows that, if
the inuences are all small, then their sum is large. This holds because, if the derivative
operator in a particular direction has low norm, then it has small support, implying that
it has some Fourier weight on a high level, which must be included in derivatives in many
dierent directions. In the quantum case, this is not true: there exist quantum boolean
functions whose derivative is small in a particular direction, but which are also low-degree.
On the other hand, it is immediate that the KKL theorem holds for quantum boolean
functions which can be diagonalised by local unitaries, as these do not change the inuence
on each qubit. In this section we describe three partial results aimed at generalising the
KKL theorem further. The rst result is a simple quantisation of one of the classical proofs.
This serves to illustrate what goes wrong when we generalise to the quantum world. Our
next result shows that the classical proof technique breaks down precisely for anticommuting
quantum boolean functions (qv.). Our nal result is then a stronger version of KKL for a
class of anticommuting quantum booolean functions.
3811.1 A quantum Talagrand's lemma for KKL
The purpose of this section is to prove the following quantum generalisation of a theorem
of Talagrand [Tal94].
Proposition 74. Let f be a traceless Hermitian operator on n qubits. Then
kfk2
2 
n X
i=1
10kdifk2
2
(2=3)log(kdifk2=kdifk1) + 1
: (166)
In the case of classical boolean functions, this result can be applied to give an essentially
immediate proof of the KKL theorem, using the fact that the functions fdifg take values in
f 1;0;1g. However, this does not extend to the quantum case, as the operators dif have
no such constraint on their eigenvalues. The proof of Proposition 74, on the other hand,
is essentially an immediate generalisation of the classical proof in [Tal94] (alternatively, see
the exposition in [Wol08]).
Proof of Proposition 74. For any operator g, dene
M2(g) =
X
s6=0
^ g2
s
jsj
: (167)
Then it is clear that
kfk2
2 =
n X
i=1
M2(di(f)): (168)
Our strategy will be to nd upper bounds on M2(g) for any traceless operator g. For some
integer m  0, expand
M2(g) =
X
1jsjm
^ g2
s
jsj
+
X
jsj>m
^ g2
s
jsj
(169)

m X
k=1

2k
k

kg=kk2
3=2 +
1
m + 1
X
jsj>m
^ g2
s (170)
 kgk2
3=2
m X
k=1
2k
k
+
1
m + 1
kgk2
2; (171)
where we use quantum hypercontractivity (Corollary 51) in the rst inequality. In order to
bound the rst sum, we note that
Pm
k=1 2k=k  4  2m=(m + 1), which can be proved by
induction, so
M2(g) 
1
m + 1

4  2mkgk2
3=2 + kgk2
2

: (172)
Now pick m to be the largest integer such that 2mkgk2
3=2  kgk2
2. Then 2m+1kgk2
3=2  kgk2
2,
and also m + 1  1. Thus
m + 1 
1
2

2log

kgk2
kgk3=2

+ 1

; (173)
39implying
M2(g) 
10kgk2
2
2log(kgk2=kgk3=2) + 1
: (174)
Noting that kgk2=kgk3=2  (kgk2=kgk1)1=3, which can be proven using Cauchy-Schwarz, and
summing M2(dif) over i completes the proof of the proposition.
The worst case for this inequality is where the 2-norms and 1-norms of the operators
fdifg are the same. We therefore address this case in the next section.
11.2 A KKL theorem for anticommuting quantum boolean functions
In this subsection we study the situation where the 2-norms and 1-norms of the operators
fdifg are the same. This situation is the \worst-case scenario" for a straightforward quan-
tum generalisation of the classical proof. We show that if this is the case then f must be a
sum of anticommuting quantum boolean functions and so we identify this class as the \most
quantum" of quantum boolean functions. While this class might be expected to avoid a
KKL-type theorem, we then study a subclass of such quantum boolean functions and the
nevertheless provide a lower bound for the inuence (which is better than a KKL-type
bound).
Denition 75. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then the set J  [n] of variables is
said to have bad inuence on f if
 
 f   trJ(f) 

I
2jJj
 
 
2
=
 
 f   trJ(f) 

I
2jJj
 
 
1
: (175)
Lemma 76. Let M be an n  n Hermitian matrix. If kMk2 = kMk1 then the eigenvalues
j of M satisfy
j 2 f ;+g; j 2 [n]; (176)
for some  2 R.
Proof. Diagonalising M and writing out the equality kMk2
2 = kMk2
1 gives us
1
n
n X
j=1
jjj2 =
1
n2
0
@
n X
j=1
jjj2 + 2
n X
j<k
jjjjkj
1
A: (177)
Multiplying through by n2 and rearranging gives us
(n   1)
n X
j=1
jjj2   2
n X
j<k
jjjjkj = 0 (178)
But this is the same as X
j<k
(jjj   jkj)2 = 0; (179)
so that jjj = jkj = , j < k, for some constant .
40The next lemma quanties the structure of quantum boolean functions with bad inu-
ence. We will see that they are highly constrained: they must be a sum of anticommuting
quantum boolean functions.
Lemma 77. Let f be a quantum boolean function. Then J  [n] has bad inuence on f if
and only if
f =
p
1   2f0 
 IJ + g (180)
where f0 and g are quantum boolean functions, ff0 
 IJ;gg = 0, and 2 = IJ(f).
Proof. Write
f = fJc 
 IJ +
X
supp(s)J
s6=0
fs 
 s: (181)
The derivative of f with respect to J is given by
dJ(f) =
X
supp(s)J
s6=0
fs 
 s: (182)
Since J has bad inuence we have, according to Lemma 76, that
jdJ(f)j = I; (183)
so that, dening g = 1
dJ(f), we have g2 = I. Thus we can write f = fJc 
 IJ + g.
We now square f to nd
I = f2
Jc 
 IJ + 2I + ffJc 
 IJ;gg: (184)
This implies that ffJc 
 IJ;gg = 0. Thus, dening
f0 =
1
p
1   2fJc; (185)
we have f02 = I and the result follows.
Let f be quantum boolean with Fourier expansion f =
P
s ^ fss. If [s;t] = 0 for all
s 6= t where ^ fs and ^ ft are both non-zero, then we call f commuting. Similarly, if fs;tg = 0
for all s 6= t where ^ fs and ^ ft are both non-zero, then we call f anticommuting. It follows
from the classical KKL theorem that those commuting quantum boolean functions that
can be diagonalised by local unitaries have a qubit with inuence at least 


logn
n

. In the
remainder of this section, we will show that anticommuting quantum boolean functions also
have an inuential qubit. Indeed, the inuence of this qubit must be very high.
Proposition 78. Let f be an anticommuting quantum boolean function on n qubits. Then
there exists a j such that Ij(f)  1 p
n.
41Proof. Our approach will be to show that
Pn
j=1 Ij(f)2  1, whence the theorem follows
trivially. Write f =
Pm
i=1 wifi for some m, where wi is real and fi is an arbitrary stabilizer
operator. Let Sj be the set of indices of the stabilizer operators that act non-trivially on
qubit j, i.e. the set fi : dj(fi) 6= 0g. Then Ij(f) =
P
i2Sj w2
i, so
n X
j=1
Ij(f)2 =
n X
j=1
0
@
X
i2Sj
w2
i
1
A
2
=
n X
j=1
X
i;k2Sj
w2
iw2
k:
Rearrange the sum as follows.
n X
j=1
Ij(f)2 =
m X
i;k=1
w2
iw2
kjfj : i 2 Sj;k 2 Sjgj:
For each pair of stabilizer operators fi, fk to anticommute, they must both act non-trivially
on the same qubit in at least one place. Thus
n X
j=1
Ij(f)2 
m X
i;k=1
w2
iw2
k =
 
m X
i=1
w2
i
!2
= 1
and the proof is complete.
This result hints that quantum KKL may be true, as it holds for two \extremal" cases
(classical boolean functions and anticommuting quantum boolean functions).
12 Conclusions and conjectures
We have introduced the concept of a quantum boolean function, and have quantised some
results from the classical theory of boolean functions. However, there is still a hoard of
interesting results which we have not yet been able to plunder. We list some specic
conjectures in this vein below.
1. Quantum locality and dictator testing. We have candidate quantum tests for
the properties of locality and being a dictator (Conjectures 17 and 20), but have not
been able to analyse their probability of success.
2. General hypercontractivity. We have proven hypercontractivity of the noise su-
peroperator (Theorem 46) only in the case where 1  p  2  q  1. We conjecture
that, as with the classical case, this in fact holds for all 1  p  q  1.
3. Every quantum boolean function has an inuential variable. The results of
Section 11 prove a quantum generalisation of the KKL theorem in some special cases.
We conjecture that it holds in general, but, as we argued, a proof of such a theorem
appears to require quite dierent techniques to the classical case.
424. Lower bounds on the degree of quantum boolean functions. A classical
result of Nisan and Szegedy [NS94] states that the degree of any boolean function
that depends on n variables must be at least logn O(loglogn). We conjecture that
the degree of any quantum boolean function that acts non-trivially on n qubits is also

(logn). The classical proof does not go through immediately: it relies on the fact
that the inuence of each variable of a degree d boolean function is at least 1=2d,
which is not the case for degree d quantum boolean functions (for a counterexample,
see (29)).
It is interesting to note that the proofs in the classical theory of boolean functions
which go through easily to the quantum case tend to be those based around techniques
such as Fourier analysis, whereas proofs based on combinatorial and discrete techniques do
not translate easily in general. There are many such combinatorial results which would be
interesting to prove or disprove in the quantum regime.
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